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EDITORIAL
This is the last issue for 2015 and included
with this bulletin will be a subscription
renewal slip for 2016. Please note the early
bird discount expires 15 March.
This bulletin contains several obituaries to
past members, including Alan Douglas who I
have squeezed in below.  Don’t forget to keep
the bulletin in mind for any projects or special
items that happen your way – we love
material and even ideas for items!
Cheers and very best wishes for 2016, David

Alan Douglas  1943 - 2015
Alan Douglas is perhaps most remembered by
NZ members as the author of the substantial
work: Radio Manufactures of the 1920s
(USA) - a set of three volumes. Also, more
recently, a volume on Tube Testers & Classic
Electronic Test Gear published in 2000 - a
volume that contained no circuit diagrams.
Alan was a tenacious researcher seeking out
surviving workers, visiting plant sites, finding
original adverts, publications and photographs
for his articles.
He was an authority on the history of
electronics and its manufacturing in the USA
and started collecting radios when he was 10
years of age – beginning with an AK29. He
was a productive technical writer for various
US publications over many years and via the
web.  He contributed to magazines around the
world with items sometimes in several parts
due to their depth. His substantial items on
tube history gained him the Tyne Tube award
in 1986.
Graduating in 1965, he had worked for a while
on the campus radio station; he began his
career in Benthos (later Teledyne Benthos)
makers of scientific and underwater research
equipment.
His radio interest bloomed and Alan amassed
a considerable collection of radios and a
significant library that required an addition to
his house. He was a fellow of the Radio Club
of America and received accolades from many
American and international societies.
Alan was an early NZVRS member and
associate of John Stokes over many years.
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Obituary: Raymond (Ray) Edward Sydney Knowles
03/06/1932 to 10/10/2015.

It is with sadness that I report the passing of Ray Knowles, a
vintage radio man well known to collectors the length and
breadth of New Zealand, and also in Australia. He was a
devout and religious man who lived his Christian beliefs.
Ray was born in New Plymouth, where he lived and
attended school there until the age of 12. The family then
moved to Wanganui where Ray finished his school days and
entered the work force. During his later teenage years Ray
worked part time cutting scrub and worked at the local
fertilizer works bagging fertilizer and fulfilling other duties.
In his early 20s Ray moved to Hastings looking for work.
There, in the early 60's, he met and married Nancy. Nancy
and Ray lived at 507 Wellwood Street, Hastings - the very same house that Ray still lived in
until his death. They were blessed with four sons, Andrew, Lindsay, Desmond and Cedric.
In 1966 Ray went to work for Watties in Hastings and was still employed there until the day of
his passing having served 49 years with them. During this time Ray had not had one sick day -
a record to be envied and perhaps never broken. Those early years ticked by quietly with Ray
developing his passion for radio as time and money would allow. In 1976 tragedy struck with
the passing of Nancy (aged just 45) and Ray was left with four young lads to raise (a hand full
by any stretch of the imagination) and an income to maintain. It wasn't easy but Ray's mother
saw the situation and stepped in to help - moving in to share some of the work load and assist
in raising the boys. As the years passed the boys grew and Ray pursed his hobby with what can
only be described as total dedication. His collection of radios grew beyond what could be
housed on the property with some having to be stored elsewhere! Ray’s passion for taking a set
that most of us would consider rubbish dump material and completely over-hauling both the
set and the cabinet, then presenting it in almost new condition was indeed remarkable. His
ability to make cabinets look as though they had just left the show room can only be described
as out standing. Over the years many, many sets passed through Rays hands and so his
knowledge of sets and their circuits grew. One only had to mention a particular brand of set to
Ray and he would give a sly grin and say yes well that would be model such and such and then
proceed to give you the valve line up and what the HT voltages should be. In the years that I
have had the privilege of knowing Ray I never once saw a set that stumped him. He always got
them working. One of the first things you noticed when you met Ray was that he never threw
anything away; “well it may be needed one day” he would say with chuckle, and so right he
was. I cannot recall the number of times we turned to Ray and asked "by any chance have you
got …." whatever the bit or valve was that we were looking for. “Yes” would be the reply and
sure enough the said piece would duly arrive. He would know just where to look for it among
his huge collection of radio spares.
He was a man that was always ready to share his knowledge and give his encouragement, if
you were lucky you may have got one of his special Tim Tam Biscuits.
Ray is survived by his four sons and their families. To them we extend our sincere condolences
for as much as they have lost a dad and grandfather, we too have lost a true friend with an
amazing knowledge of radio. To coin an old saying they just don't make them like that any
more! Val & Graham Hawtree, Wanganui.

[A considerable number of the photographs in the John Stokes books had come from the Ray
Knowles Collection. Ed]
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Arthur Roderick Williams   28 April 1949 ~ 9 July 2015
Arthur was a foundation member of the NZVRS. He was a
generous past contributor to the bulletin with a wide range
of items, letters and comments (over 30 in all) and he had
assisted the library collection by redrawing quite a number
of the Radio Corporation circuit blueprints. Arthur was a
well respected expert in radio and telephonic matters of
New Zealand – being a past NZPO employee. He was a
DXer and also a founding member of the Awarua Radio
Museum, being a regular e-trader and fundraiser for that
cause. He (re)produced a range of replacement parts for
vintage telephones, both metal and wooden, for sale to
other restorers.  Arthur was a keen environmentalist and
member of the Southland Forest and Bird Society, the
Southland Tramping Club and a trustee of the Invercargill
Environmental Centre. He worked for Forest & Bird at the
Yellow Eyed Penguin Reserve for over 27 years and manufactured wooden bird callers as a
gimmick fundraiser. Arthur was a quiet person but a kind and generous giver of information,
his generosity will be missed.

Barry Carter Williams   28 Nov 1936 ~ 1 Oct 2015
Barry was a long time member of the NZVRS (over 30 years)
and a regular meeting participant until recent years. However
he was a much longer member of the RDXL (64 years) -
having joined that group at the tender age of 14.
Barry was a descendant of the early Williams family of
Russell, was born in Wanganui but migrated to Auckland for
his schooling after a short spell at Mt Maunganui. When the
family lived in Remuera, he went to Auckland Boys
Grammar School but his subsequent aspirations to become a
ships radio operator were scuppered by a bout of childhood
meningitis. Lucky to survive, this did leave his eyesight and
balance affected. Barry then joined Stamford Stationers
initially as a roving sales person and remained there for most
of his working life, however his affliction of things radio and
especially DXing, did not leave his psyche. Barry was DX
League committee member and president for many years. He
was inaugural RDXL Auckland Branch President from 1954 and later National President. His
family trips were (in)famous for including “just a drop in” to some radio related activity – a
family trip to Disneyland just happened to coincide with a three day radio convention in
California, but this facet was perhaps offset by his love of jazz.
Barry used a variety of communications or aviation receivers (some with Barry modifications
or improvements) over his many listening years and he was a regular high points getter in the
RDXL Ladders of station verifications.
Barry was also keen ham and was proud of this callsign ZL1ACZ. He was a well respected
member of Branch 03 and was generally a person who enjoyed being involved and helping
others.
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La Gloria Olympic Cordless 8 From Peter McQuarrie

Following on from some previous NZVRS Bulletin items on early NZ made transistor radios,
here is a description of another early transistor set, made by Dominion Radio and Electrical
Corporation (DRECO), in Otahuhu.

Apparently the
Cordless 8 first
appeared in the
latter half of
1960. There is a
suggestion that
the name
‘Olympic’ came
about in
recognition of
New Zealand
success at the
Rome Olympics
of the same
year. I have also
seen it
suggested that
the name was
related to the
1956 Melbourne
Olympics, but
this seems
unlikely, given
that those games
were held four
years before the radio was first made.

The set was a mantle radio in a varnished wood case, with a wooden handle that slotted flush
into the top of the case when not in use. There was also a painted-wood version with a flecked
finish. The design was apparently a New Zealand one although the circuit was a standard eight
transistor superhet design which could have been at least partly copied from a number of
similar radios of the time. It had a separate RF amplifying stage and a dedicated oscillator
transistor rather than the more common single mixer/oscillator stage. All the transistors were
Hitachi PNP types (2SA12, 2SB75 etc) and it used a Philips loudspeaker.

The circuit was modified in 1961 to use a single combined mixer/oscillator transistor instead of
two separate transistors. But the overall number of transistors was kept at eight (probably
because the set had been advertised as an eight-transistor radio) by replacing the 1N34A
detector diode with a transistor.

Both versions of the radio were powered by a 9-volt Eveready battery, type 765. As these
batteries are no longer made, I have fitted my set with a 9-volt battery holder containing six
AA cells.
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Perhaps the Olympic is an unremarkable radio, but it performs well and is now quite
uncommon (if not rare) and is collectible. I have heard that our president, Ian Sangster, owns
two of these sets. Arthur Williams had one in his collection and had provided me with
information about it. Apart from this and my own observations, the only additional information
I could find on the Olympic came from Bruce Churcher the NZVRS Librarian and which came
from the John Stokes archive.

The internals
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Circuits; pre November 1961 above, post below.
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Vacuum Forming Reproduction Dial ‘Glass’
by Paul Willmott-Dalton

Aim
Earlier this year I finished my first vintage radio project; an interesting ERLA set.  Feeling
rather pleased with myself, I was however disappointed by the cloudy and cracked condition of
the original dial glass.  This started me upon a project described below; to accurately reproduce
new dial glass’s economically using readily available materials.

Introduction to vacuum forming and materials
Vacuum forming is a plastic moulding process whereby a sheet of hot plastic is pulled down
on either a male or female mould/buck/form.  It is a common process used to produce a very
wide range of items, from biscuit trays to car parts. I got all of my design ideas from searching
the internet.  The design I decided on is commonly used to make model plane canopies and car
bodies.
Plastic sheet was sourced locally.  Many different types of plastic (notably polycarbonate) are
hygroscopic and pick up a lot of moisture from the atmosphere.  This causes a problem during
use as the moisture forms bubbles within the material.  The solution to this is to pre-heat the
material overnight at 80-100°C.  With the help of my plastic supplier, I settled on a material
that doesn’t suffer from this problem; PETG.  It has similar properties to polycarbonate; it is
flexible and available in clear form.  A 2400 x 1200mm sheet of PETG cost about $60.
The process uses the below equipment

A frame to hold the sheet of plastic
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A heating box (crudely fashioned from scrap custom wood and a 1600w
halogen heater)

Heating box and plastic holding frame in situ.
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Vacuum box (note the pegboard top and outside edge seal to fit frame)

A plug or dog awaiting preheated plastic frame and vacuum cleaner to be
turned on!
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Method
The first step was to make a mould, or plug of the shape that I wanted to form.  To do this I
traced the outline of the old glass onto a piece of customwood.  This was then cut out and
shaped to match.  I found during trials that the surface finish was very important to the final
product.  I used epoxy marine paint to seal and wet/dry sand paper to smooth off the wood
Forming Steps
A 250 x 250mm square of 0.75mm clear PETG sheet is placed in a frame and held tightly in
place.
The frame is placed on a heating unit (a salvaged 1600w halogen heater provides the energy)
The plastic is heated for about 2 minutes
With the vacuum cleaner on, the frame is then placed down on the vacuum box atop of the
plug.
The air is quickly evacuated and the plastic is pulled hard down, creating the final shape.  This
takes about 10 seconds.
The plastic is removed when cooled and trimmed to suit.

Results

Before & after

Conclusion
I am happy with the final result and my boy is pleased with his new radio along his bedside.
Now just to get the little girl’s one finished!
I am happy to make dial covers for NZVRS members in exchange for postage and nominal
materials cost. You can either post me a traced outline on paper to make a plug from, or send
me a finished plug.
My contact details are:
Paul Willmott-Dalton Tel: 03- 381 0266 (after 8pm please)

Email: plwillmottdalton@gmail.com
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A Philco 89 E123 from the ‘Too Hard’ Basket by Tim Sanders

I bought this small Cathedral 4 or 5 years back from ‘the’ online auction site. The photos
didn’t look too bad, but on arrival the ravages of water damage were very evident. The LH side
and base were particularly bad. The side showed warping and separation of the layers, and the
base ply was now 5 loose sheets, and some rotten wood.
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The chassis reflected severe neglect but wasn’t rusted badly. The set was put back in its box
for another day. That day arrived after I saw John Dodgson’s restoration of the same set in the
Bulletin 35 no. 2 of 2014.
No, I didn’t ask, “how hard can it be?” I knew a challenge when I saw one, but bravery or
ignorance prevailed and I started by removing the chassis and speaker, putting the cabinet
challenge aside for the moment.

PART ONE  “The works, or do they?”
Top of the chassis showed the correct valves in place, but the shields missing. One capacitor
can wasn’t original, and everything was under a layer of dirt. The tuning gang’s rubber mounts
had hardened and disintegrated. Pretty normal for a set this age. The chassis wasn’t plated but
painted a dark matt grey.
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Under the chassis were replacement electros and ‘modern’ tubular caps bypassing Philco’s
beloved black Bakelite blocks, which fortunately, except for one, were still in place. All
‘foreign’ components were removed and the Bakelite and tin containers restuffed. Likewise the
electro cans.

The power and output transformers tested ok, and all coils gave resistance readings close to
spec. They were removed for cleaning, heating and re-waxing or shellac coating.
Resistors looked the right age, but any too far out were replaced by similar sized old Philips 2
watt types re-painted in the ‘body, end, dot’ colour code.
The switches and volume control were taken apart and cleaned, and the wave change contacts
got a dose of contact cleaner.
The tuning gang was also removed, dismantled, cleaned and re-installed with new mount
rubbers made from suitable sized, thick walled, rubber tube.
The circuit and alignment info, and subsequent corrections, were downloaded from ‘Nostalgia
Air’ and the Philco site, and then the circuit was traced out. When satisfied there were no
major ‘blues’, power was applied via a 100 watt bulb. There were no dramas, so full power
was connected and voltages read. These were ok and the set was working, and after alignment
proved to perform well; even without an aerial. The Signal Generator showed the ‘Police
Band’ worked too.
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That was the easy bit. I now wanted the cabinet to look the part, even if not pristine. Lacking
John Dodgsun’s cabinetry skills, I decided to work with what there was.

PART TWO  Cabinet Restoration or, “Working with radio waves of the wooden kind”
The right hand side and front had mostly escaped water damage and only needed minor repair.

Not so the other side and base. I decided to remove the outer veneer and have a go at flattening
the two wavy layers underneath. The thicker, lowest ply was thankfully still straight.
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Starting at the top of the arch, strips 2-3 cm wide were cut from the outer veneer and set aside.
They came out easily from under the front trim as all the old glue had washed away. Each strip
was numbered for easy replacement.
The bottom trim was removed so the veneer underneath could be used for patching.
Next, the two warped layers were also cut into strips as for the top, but not removed. Starting
with the lower layer any overlaps, when held flat against the base layer, were trimmed off.
Several strips at a time were coated with polyurethane wood glue and clamped ‘til set. This
glue expands to fill any gaps.
The next layer got the same treatment, gluing it to the flattened lower one.
Sanding to a smooth contour completed the ‘underwear’.
At the inside bottom of the cabinet was a small strip of ply, also warped, and this was replaced
with a wider piece of MDF to give more rigidity to the rather thin side ply.
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Now the base. This was originally glued and pinned to the sides by small nails under the side
trim. They were cut using a hacksaw blade between the base and sides.

The base fell out in 5 separated plies, some showing swelling and some wood missing. After a
bit of sanding, the layers were re-glued starting with the bottom two, then adding one at a time
and heavily weighting to keep flat. During this the front and one side were kept true and
square.
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The other side and back were then planed and sanded to best fit the cabinet. Auto ‘bog’ was
used to replace missing or rotten wood and stain was wiped over to disguise this.
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The outer veneer strips could now be
replaced. Starting at the top the first
strip was lightly sanded on the
underside and the edges bevelled
before being coated with quickset
epoxy and slid into place. The strip
was held flat by hand and a piece of
wood until the epoxy ‘grabbed’.

The next strip was then trialled in
place and any overlap trimmed on a
bevel before gluing. This process
continued to the base where the lower
trim was put back. Any remaining
gaps were filled with off-cuts.
Now for the fun part, (well
comparatively.)
The repaired side was sanded with 100
then 180 grit paper to get a smooth
curve, (fortunately the ‘veneer’ was
nothing special and quite thick) some
water based wood filler was applied
then all surfaces were sanded to bare
wood with 400 grit and mineral turps
where needed.

A pigmented wiping stain was applied
to the sides to help cover any
remaining evidence of repair,
followed by a dark non-grain-raising
(NGR) stain that was also put applied
to the trim.
The front got lighter stains to mimic
the original appearance. After
replacing the grille cloth with some
imported material, the set was French
polished over a week or two with a
‘Philco’ transfer put on between
coats.
That’s it; a ‘never to be repeated’ (I
hope ) restoration that ended well as
you can see.
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Completed repairs and a look at the back.
The front view completed radio restoration is of course the front cover picture of
this issue.
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Fabric Cable Coverings
While this idea is not new this is an example by Henk van Zwam in the Netherlands on his
www.paraset.nl website.  His Paraset clandestine or spy radio reconstruction item also makes
entertaining reading and has a number of restoration ideas.

When restoring old equipment, one comes in contact with dirty and/or damaged textile covered
cables, often with dried up rubber wires inside. As our goal is to restore as close as possible to
original we have a problem because this kind of cable is no longer produced. The solution
presented here gives a very nice result. In my case, it was the interconnection and power cables
of a WS18 that needed to be replaced. Not because of the bad textile, but because of the
crumbling dried up rubber wires, inside.

First I went to my local shoe
repairman and bought a set of
shoelaces, woven of a kind of
cotton.
These laces are sold in all
kind of colours and widths.
You can buy the flat ones for
many wires, or the round
ones, for just one wire.
Then, cut off the length you
approximately need. Don't
worry if you cut off too much,
the stuff is so cheap, you can
afford it!

The diameter of the lace can easily be made larger by simply pushing it together, similarly,
smaller by pulling part.

Take your bundle of your wires, tape them together. Form a tube of the shoelace and push the
wires in. When they are in, pull the lace from the middle to the ends to make a tight fit around
the wires.  Now one can feel the wires in the fabric. That is why I put a second layer around it.
Cut this a little longer!
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This is the reassembled plug with its new cable. I took the wires from an old PC supply unit so
I could maintain the original colour scheme.
The ends I wrapped in textile insulating tape. This will last longer than I will live, I guess. One
can also wind black yarn around it, which was also done. But only one string of the yarn needs
to break and you need to redo it.

Here is another example of a cable I made for connecting my Whaddon Mk-VII "Paraset" to its
PSU.
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Bell Personal Transistor Radio Model TR250 from Bruce Churcher

The smaller personal transistor radios are not often found in good condition. I suppose they are
more easily knocked about to the detriment of plastic cases. Leaking batteries are a problem
too. When I saw this Bell at a recent Collectible Fair I could not resist adding it to my
collection. Indeed, it is the only one of this model I have seen.

Initially I could not see any label to indicate a model number but in fact it is moulded into the
back case. The library circuit files held the circuit, dated November 1969.
While a 9V block battery was used originally, a 216 was tried and stations could be tuned
easily.
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The construction is neatly executed. Silicon transistors, of the lockfit style, by Philips, are used
- apart from the two audio output transistors. These are germanium AC127 and AC128
forming a complementary symmetry, transformerless, output stage. The design is based on
circuits from the Philips EDAC laboratory and uses a capacitively coupled 15 ohm speaker.
DC stabilisation feedback and audio feedback being provided as common in the Philips way.
I note similar circuitry was used in the Bell Shelby car radio.

An unusual feature is the use of sticky paper dots placed over alignment points to deter
tampering with gang trimmers and IF transformers. Only one of these dots has come unstuck
and now rests in the bottom of the case.

There was also a Bell TR250A. I have not seen one but the service sheet indicates it used four
D size cells (re-designed for 6V supply) and gives dial cord data. Obviously a larger cabinet
would be necessary. Could anyone supply a photo?
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Workshop Discoveries from Albert Cross
Hello David. Here some
items for the "rogue’s
gallery".
Columbus Model 12
1941. The cone had
been patched with what
looked like wall paper
and the old 2 inch nail
trick obviously is to
quell the distortion (?)
The cone had come
away from the
periphery and had a tear
towards the centre.
That is where the
patching took place.
The nail was held in
place with what looked like bog that you add hardener to. I have used the Grebeman's secret
formula (tea bags) to repair the cone and changed 10 grotty old wax-paper caps, fitted an
on/off volume pot switch and the little old Model 12 is going like  brand new.  Next up is to
refurbish the cabinet which won't take long.  It is great to hear these old timers responding to
some TLC.
Speaker upgrade:
Whoever had this radio before it fell into my hands
has possibly solved the problem of how to convert
from EM to PM and manage to eliminate annoying
AC hum. Well, it appears that the problem in this
instance has been completely solved.
Before I pulled the workings out I gave it a run to
see how it went.  You would never have known the
difference and there was no AC hum whatsoever.
The PM speaker is by Autocrat probably about 8
ohms.  I have recapped the set and have found a 5
inch Rola so it is back to EM again.

JWS Signature? This is on the chassis of a
World Wave which I am working on. I am no
expert on handwriting but do you think that this
may have been one of the works of John Stokes?
It has fantastic reception quality on both MW and
SW.
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MARKETPLACE
Advertisements should be neatly hand printed,
typed or printed onto a separate page, posted to
the NZVRS or emailed to nzvrs@pl.net
Often a picture will help members understand
your item. No verbal or telephoned adverts,
also don’t forget to include some contact
details; eg postal, telephone & email. There is
no charge for members’ adverts and the
NZVRS is not responsible for any transactions
between members.

AVAILABLE
Valve Cartons – plain white flat packs

• Small size $12 per 100
• GT size $12 per 100
• Medium size $15 per 100
• Large size $25 per 100

NZ & Oz supplied, contact Paul for post and
package charges per order.
Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West,
Christchurch 8023.
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0236 1748
Email: paulburt444@gmail.com

Society Sales:
NZVRS supplied CAPACITORS for sale to
NZVRS NZ members only please order via
Bryan Powell, 279 Spur Road, RD3, Silverdale
0993. Tel: 09 - 44 22 514 or mob: 029 415 5119
Email: bapowell@xtra.co.nz
Please note we have reluctantly increased the
price of the smaller capacitors to cover the
reduced purchasing power of the NZ Dollar.

Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF):
0.001 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.002 630 volts 60 cents each
0.005 630 volts 60 cents each
0.01 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.022 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.033 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.05 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.068 630 volts 60 cents each
0.1 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.22 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.33 630 Volts 60 cents each
1 µF 400 Volts $1.00 each

Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial
10 µF 450 Volts $1.50 each
10 µF 600 Volts $3.00 each
20 µF 450 Volts $2.00 each
40 µF 450 Volts $3.00 each
47 µF 450 Volts $3.50 each
100 µF 450 Volts $5.00 each

Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)
MES & Bayonet 50c each

Extra specials while stocks last:
Box of 10, globular 12volt, 250mA MES
lamps at $2 per box. Limited supply – only
one box per order please.
For all orders please add $3.50 for P&P.
----------------------------------------------------

Power plugs (Tilley white plastic type
with unprotected brass pins as pictured
above) available at 50 cents each plus $4
post and package per set of 4 (ie $6 for set
of 4, posted to an NZ address).

KTW62 valves (actually VR100 10E/278
or 6U7 GT, CV1100) NOS $1 each
collected club nights or $15 for packs of 5
P&P inclusive. Quantity limited and may
be rationed per member.
Contact the NZVRS Secretary Paul
Woodcock, 2 Levy Road, Glen Eden,
Auckland 0602.
Email: paul.woodcock@opus.co.nz

All Society Sales cheques to be made out
to the “NZVRS” and crossed "Not
Transferable" please. Direct banking
options are available to the NZVRS ASB
bank account – see bottom of page 2.
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WANTED.

Pye Super Black Box record player (table gram
sized item). Any condition considered.
Contact Ian Sangster 09-8149597 022-0727001
Email: sangsfam@clear.net.nz

A 5 inch EM speaker, preferably Rola or
Columbus in any condition, to complete the
restoration of a Columbus Model 12. I have a
cone but missing the back end ie field winding,
pole, etc.
Contact: David Chapple 027-4968570, Email:
dk.cm@netaccess.co.nz,

AVAILABLE

BC-221-M Heterodyne Frequency Meter with
matching calibration charts, built in regulated ac
power supply and full TM-11-300 manual.
In excellent working order.
Contact Stu Stidolph, Napier 06 844 5591 or
Email: stustid@xtra.co.nz

AVAILABLE
Digitised copies of Lamphouse Annuals
1934 to 1953 plus NZ Radio Handbook
Annuals 1931 & 1932,
Radio Q & A 1932 plus NZ Radio
Times & Traders Digest Sept 1932.
All scans are hi resolution at 600 dpi on
two DVD’s. $30.00 for 2 DVD pack.
Contact: Graeme Lea 06 758 5344
Post: 116 Cutfield Road, New Plymouth.
Email: grarich@paradise.net.nz

NZ DX League Subscription
www.radiodx.com
Monthly e-mag E-copy: NZ$20.00
Payments: Cheques, money orders, direct
bank deposit, credit card or Paypal
Email: treasurer@radiodx.com
Acct. name: NZ Radio DX League.
Acct. number: 12-3089-0286191-00
Please make sure your name is included
National Treasurer, NZ Radio DX League
PO Box 178,  Mangawhai 0540

PC USB Pen Oscilloscope Owon Model
RDS1021. Works with PC via USB port to
provide 25MHz handy test probe. Simple
track ball allows single hand change of
settings and simple operation. Software
included on USB drive.
0-25MHz, 0-50 Volts input.

$80 plus $5 P&P Contact David Crozier –
details on front page.
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WANTED
Antenna Coil, & 2nd. RF Coil for a Majestic
Havenwood, Model 15 or old chassis suitable
for parts. Contact: Alan Colman Email:
colmana@paradise.net.nz

This set I bought at the recent Art & Object
Auction and the antenna coil & can are missing
being replaced by a more recent Q coil. The RF
one which should be under the chassis is also
missing. I would like to restore it to original if
possible rather than junk it. I am attaching 2
photos that may help recognition, you can see
the faint outline of the where the antenna can
was on the top of the chassis.
Thanks for the help,  Cheers  Alan

From a picture on the web, the underside of
a Majestic Harewood has both these coils
underneath the chassis:

Grandmother’s Opinion.

Listen to the dots and dashes
Why, how perfectly absurd!
Surely no man ever hashes
Such sounds to make a word.

Do you mean to say the clicking
Of that little brass machine ?
That small monotone of ticking
Talks, with miles and miles between ?

No, I never will believe it:
No one would, with any sense!
Reason, judgment, can't receive it
'Tis the veriest pretence.

Just because I'm old and feeble,
People tell me dreadful lies,
Thinking I’ll believe such twaddle;
Young folks think they’re awful wise!

Now when I was young (and pretty),
Young folks would respect grey hairs.
But in these days - mores the pity
Old people ain't anywheres!”

By Fanny Frond 1882
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